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“Only the mediocre are always at
their best.”
-Jean Giraudoux

Fashion Alert:
Skinny Jeans!
Brought to you by
Nathan “Invincible” miller

Ever since I wrote that article claiming to not know
anything about fashion, I’ve
spontaneously become a
major fashion critic. No, not
the kind that goes around
watching anorexic girls tiptoe down catwalks like robot slaves; I’m more the
“Oh-my-god-Becky-look-ather-(blank)” type of critic.
And believe me, there’s tons
to complain about.
Take skinny jeans.
Three
types of people wear skinny
jeans: skater punks, hipster
musicians, and wannabe
skater punks and hipster musicians. According to my latest findings on the subject,
zero types of people should
wear skinny jeans. If you do
and are suddenly irate at my
accusations, try to follow this
logic:
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...see Coach Stupid on back

Why wear skinny jeans? If
you’re a girl, you probably want to show off your
...see Junk-free on back

Bananas. For when you just can’t take
it anymore. Mmm... Potassium

Pic o’ the Day!

Meanwhile, in Japan...
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Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia
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... Junk-free from front

shapely butt and legs. I can’t complain. Guys, on the other hand, have
no reason squeezing into size microscopic pants. Do people want
to see every contour of their posterior or unmentionables? No. Do
skinny jeans actually serve a purpose
then?
I can think of one, and it starts with
“junk” and ends with “crusher.”
Judging by how tight these pants
are, you have to wonder why any
guy would ever put himself through
so much misery. I don’t want to
brag, but I can’t see my bits fitting in
there and making it out alive. Which
leads me to wonder: are guys who
wear skinny jeans not very gifted?
I’ve asked numerous wearers of
these dreaded pants how much
they’re in pain at the end of the day,
and I’ve never gotten a solid answer.
They usually just dodge the subject
by talking about their hipster hobbies or about their favorite brand of
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skater shoes. Classic denial. None
have
explained
the benefits of
wearing constrictor bottoms, nor
have they outright
told me they don’t
cause impotence
and other ailments.
Therefore, my only
option is to conclude that those
who wear these
abominations don’t
have a whole lot to
pack in.

Feed your brain
before finals!

Monday - Friday
8 am - 4 pm
In 3 years, the young hippie larvae (Hipster) will cucoon itself in
classic Vinyl records, and come out a beautiful Hippie asshole.

It’s not just beanpole guys who
wear them either. I’ve seen overweight hipster musicians wearing
them too, which was an especially
horrid sight. This only strengthens
my theory, since it shows that men
of all shapes and sizes wear skinny
jeans. And since men of all shapes
and sizes have various sizes of…
well, it makes sense that those on

the shorter end would migrate towards tighter fitting slacks.
Guys with normal sized equipment
can’t wear skinny jeans, so they stick
with regular loose jeans. And those
special men who sport trophy-winning apparatuses get to wear Duluth
Trading Company’s “Ballroom Jeans,”
which have a built in crotch gusset
which prevents pinching of what matters most. Look it up!
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in the head suffered by most females
inhabitting the Orange and Los Angeles county area, the host usually
does not suspect a thing until it is too
late, when the virus mass is 1/2 of the
brain’s size, and
goes rampant
on the remaining
grey matter.

the fabric of the bags without being
recognized or taken care of. “Well the
interesting thing about this, is it usually
infects the mind of what we call a
trophy wife... you know, the not so intelligent, got her
MRS degree by
investing a couple thousand
in a boob job?
Luckily sympYeah those kind
toms of the virus
of wives. Often
are easy to see.
times it seems
The first is having
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doesn’t listen to
one has one, it’s
her talk enough,
50% likely they
so he never nowill contract or
tices, until it’s
already have the virus. Next the virus too late, and the virus has taken over
enters the blood stream and heads to her body.”
the brain, where it attacks the common sense, math skills, and linguistic The CDC has advised that anyone
parts of the brain. This causes general using, having, wearing, or are around
stupidity, inability to do basic math, coach purses, be tested for Valleyand the dialect of English called ‘Like- Girl Syndrome immediately. The side
Um’ dialect. If someone you know or effects can be fatal if the virus takes full
love ‘Speaks, um, kinda like, this, um controll of your brain. If you’ve been
like... with all the like um, likes, and affected by VGS, then you should
um... ums, and stuff, then they’re like, call your lawyer immediately about
probably like infected... like.”
how to sign up for the lawsuit, you
may be entitled to a bunch of money,
Scientists were baffled at how a and possibly your intelligence back. If
virus could have existed so long in you, like, had any.

